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CeramiCs by

Randy Johnston

On the Edge 
of Chaos

everywhere one strolls on the property of randy Johnston and his wife 

Jan, there is a sense of harmony with nature. The house is made mainly of 

warm-colored wood and cool stone. The workshop is bright and airy, with 

plenty of room and the areas and tools satisfyingly clean and orderly. The 

grounds are planted with a pleasingly diverse array of lovingly cared-for 

plants and flowers set out and maintained with just the right amount of 

attention to make them a part of the surrounding environment.

 The most intriguing spaces, however, are the kilns. in between firings, 

they are cool and silent; only flying insects add a faint, intermittent hum to 

the solitude. yet, in those shed-enclosed structures of brick and earth, one 

senses a latent power, as if a monster lay in exhausted repose, gathering 

strength for a coming battle. it occurs to one that the huge tubular firing 

constructions that climb the mountains of China are called “dragon kilns” 

for a reason.

 Though not exactly dragon-like in character, randy Johnston’s two 

brick kilns are smaller versions of wood-firing structures used in Japan for 

centuries. He has used his climbing kiln for more than thirty years, ever 

since he built it following his return from an apprenticeship with Japanese 

master potter and Living National Treasure shimaoka Tatsuzo (1919 – 

2007). during his time in Japan, Johnston had an opportunity to watch 

a professional Japanese kiln builder work. What he observed provided 

him with the expertise he needed to construct a two-chamber climbing 

kiln, resulting in a marked improvement on his earlier attempt to erect a 

wood-fire kiln soon after finishing college. His other current kiln, a single 

chamber anagama, is much more recent, built only in 2002. The anagama 

has enabled Johnston to achieve more dramatic firing effects than had 

been possible with his older kiln.

 a good example of how Johnston’s works effectively express that 

drama, energy and rhythm is found in his platters and vases decorated 

with tall grasses. Ubiquitous throughout temperate climes around the 

world, mature grasses represent both the bounty of nature and the 

melancholy that accompanies the end of the growing season. in Japan, 

autumn grass motifs were incised on unglazed stoneware jars used in 

twelfth-century funerary ceremonies, including on a jar from atsumi that 

has been designated a National Treasure. The pattern also appears in 

numerous paintings on folding screens, reflecting the frequent referencing 

of autumn grasses in classical Japanese poetry.

 Johnston’s grass designs are more likely an expression of the 

surroundings of his rural Wisconsin home than any conscious reference to 

Japan, but his depictions have the same sense of timeless beauty that is 

found on outstanding works of asian art. at first glance, many of his works 

displaying grass motifs appear to have been glazed using the Japanese 

technique called Nezumi (Gray mouse) shino, but instead are decorated 

using a wax-resist brushed on over a nuka (rice husk) glaze. Whereas in 

Nezumi shino, designs are incised through an iron wash first applied to the 

unglazed surface of a piece, Johnston’s use of nuka glaze enables him to 

adroitly paint his naturalistic grass motifs instead.

 another decorative technique that Johnston uses to great advantage 

is freely-applied drip glazing. Known as itchin-gake in Japanese, the 

method was developed as a way of adding a striking visual enhancement 

to a piece without adding significantly to the time required for execution. 

Johnston has become a master of judiciously applying rhythmical lines 

of black and white glaze in ways that create arresting contrasts, tensions, 

and energy. 

 Johnston’s drip glaze decoration is sometimes superimposed on a 

white glaze, but more often it is backed by the warm hues of unglazed or 

iron slip-glazed clay. indeed, such unglazed pieces form an essential part of 

Johnston’s oeuvre, and have played an important role in the establishment 

of his signature style. The hoary accumulations of ash, the flows and 

oozes — all are the natural result of the repetitive process of hand-feeding 

wood into a brick and clay kiln over a period of days. although physically 

exhausting, the wood-firing method is never tedious, since each handful 

of wood represents a significant step in the slow progression from raw 

clay to finished piece. depending on a number of diverse factors ranging 

from ambient air temperature, relative humidity, length of firing, kiln 

atmosphere at various stages, and the speed of heating and cooling, to the 

size, number, and arrangement of pieces in the kiln, the wood-fire effects 

manifesting on any particular kiln load can vary widely. The unpredictable 

and uncontrollable nature of the process is one of the most compelling 

aspects of firing a kiln with wood. in his keynote address to the american 
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Woodfire Conference in 1991, Johnston noted,

 (Wood-firing) is a huge investment of time and energy. But it is a 

process justified by its unpredictability, by the mysteries, the flaws and 

accidents which lie beyond our control… Wood firing is a technique that 

opens itself to producing flawed things of beauty and often the beauty 

resides in the flaw itself, the "ugly" accident around which the controlled 

idea of the pot gathers itself and becomes unique… It is working on the 

edge of chaos. It is this conflict that makes art from our best intentions.

— aNdreW L. masKe

Andrew L. Maske specializes in Asian ceramics and ceramics inspired by 

Asian traditions. He is Assistant Professor of Art History at the University of 

Kentucky in Lexington. Professor Maske received a doctorate in Japanese 

Art History from Oxford University. In 2007 he was a Fulbright Research 

Fellow in the Beijing University Department of Fine Arts, where he studied 

contemporary Chinese art ceramics.

 The full text from which this essay is excerpted will be featured in A Force 

of Nature: The Ceramic Art of Randy Johnston, to be published in late 2011 by 

Pucker Art Publications and distributed by Syracuse University Press.

Large Platter with rope inlay
Natural ash glaze with trailing decoration

4 x 23 x 23”
RJ256
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Large Platter
Natural ash glaze with trailing decoration

4 x 22 3/4 x 22 3/4”
RJ255

Covered Jar
Nuka glaze

3 1/2 x 6 3/4 x 6 3/4”
RJ250

Covered box
Nuka glaze

3 1/2 x 7 3/4 x 7 3/4”
RJ251
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Two-Part Jar with Lugs     
Natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

11 1/4 x 12 x 12”
RJ179

Folded Tray     
Nuka and natural ash glaze with wax resist brushwork

2 3/4 x 12 1/2 x 6 3/4”
RJ185

Tea bowl
Crackle shino glaze with iron slip and finger marks

3 1/4 x 5 x 5”
RJ276

Tea bowl
Crackle shino glaze with iron slip and finger marks

3 1/4 x 4 3/4 x 4 3/4”
 RJ277
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Large Platter
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

4 x 22 1/2 x 22 1/2”
RJ282

Tea bowl with Notched Foot
Anagama natural ash and shino glaze

3 1/2 x 5 3/4 x 5 3/4”
RJ296
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 rectangular dish
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

11 x 6 1/4 x 2 3/4”
RJ240

Large Jar
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

14 x 13 1/2 x 13 1/2”
RJ222

 squared Vase
Anagama natural ash glaze with overglaze brushwork

12 1/2 x 3 x 3”
RJ247

yunomi
Shino glaze with wax resist and iron oxide brushwork

4 x 3 1/2 x 3 1/2”
RJ263
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Large Jar
Anagama natural ash glaze with shino slip and feldspar stones

14 x 14 x 14”
RJ221

yunomi with rope inlay
Nuka glaze

4 1/4 x 3 1/2 x 3 1/2”
RJ261

yunomi
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

4 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4”
RJ262

Oval box with birds
Natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

5 x 9 1/2 x 6 1/4”
RJ279 
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Lobed Vase
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

10 x 9 1/2 x 9 1/2”
RJ249

rectangular sushi Platter
Flashing slip with trailing decoration

1 1/2 x 12 x 8 1/2”
RJ245
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Large Jar
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

13 1/2 x 10 x 10”
RJ283

Tea bowl     
Shino glaze

3 3/4 x 6 x 6”
RJ170

Tea bowl
Crackle shino and natural ash glaze

3 3/4 x 6 x 6”
RJ267
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squared Vase
Noborigama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip and overglaze brushwork

12 x 5 x 5”
RJ248

 squared Vase
Flashing slip with trailing decoration

10 x 3 3/4 x 3 3/4”
RJ237

Vase     
Nuka glaze with wax brushwork

5 x 2 1/2 x 7 1/2”
RJ153

squared Vase
Anagama natural ash glaze with shino slip and wax resist brushwork

14 1/2 x 6 x 6”
RJ216
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yunomi with rope inlay
ABT glaze

4 x 3 1/2 x 3 1/2”
RJ206

yunomi with rope inlay
ABT glaze

3 3/4 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4”
RJ207

yunomi
Nuka glaze with wax 

resist brushwork
3 3/4 x 3 3/4 x 3 3/4”

RJ208

yunomi
Nuka glaze with wax 

resist brushwork
3 3/4 x 3 1/2 x 3 1/2”

RJ209

squared Vase
Noborigama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip and overglaze brushwork

12 x 5 x 5”
RJ248

Tea bowl
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

3 1/4 x 4 3/4 x 4 3/4”
RJ299

Tea bowl
Nuka and natural ash glaze with finger marks

3 1/2 x 5 x 5”
RJ269

Tea bowl
Crackle shino and anagama natural ash glaze

3 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 4 1/2”
RJ298
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yunomi
Nuka glaze and iron oxide brushwork

4 x 3 3/4 x 3 3/4”
RJ264 

yunomi with rope inlay
446 glaze

4 x 3 1/2 x 3 1/2”
RJ266

yunomi with rope inlay
446 glaze

4 1/4 x 3 1/2 x 3 1/2”
RJ265

double Chimney Vase
Nuka glaze

16 1/2 x 6 1/2 x 7”
RJ288
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bird sculpture
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin and iron slip

7 x 5 3/4 x 3 1/4”
RJ226

bird sculpture     
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

3 1/2 x 9 3/4 x 5 1/2”
RJ166

squared Vase
Anagama natural ash and shino glaze with iron slip and finger marks

14 1/2 x 6 1/2 x 6 1/2”
RJ217 
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Large squared Vase
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

15 1/2 x 6 x 6”
RJ244

squared Vase with rope inlay
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

13 1/4 x 3 3/4 x 3 3/4”
RJ293

 Covered Jar
Copper glaze

4 1/2 x 2 1/2 x 2 1/2”
RJ238
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Large Jar with Lugs
Crackle shino glaze and feldspar stones

14 1/2 x 13 x 13”
RJ197

bird sculpture
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

5 1/2 x 6 3/4 x 3”
RJ290

Tea bowl
Natural ash glaze with kaolin flashing slip

3 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 5”
RJ268
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Large squared Vase
Crackle shino glaze with iron slip and finger marks

16 x 7 3/4 x 7 3/4”
RJ285

Ceremonial sake Cup     
Crackle shino glaze
2 1/4 x 3 3/4 x 3 3/4”

RJ175

Ceremonial sake Cup     
Flashing slip

2 x 3 1/2 x 3 1/2”
RJ174

Ceremonial sake Cup     
Shino glaze

2 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4”
RJ173

Ceremonial sake Cup     
Natural ash glaze

2 x 3 1/2 x 3 1/2”
RJ177

 Ceremonial sake Cup     
Anagama natural ash glaze with shino slip

2 x 3 3/4 x 3 3/4”
RJ176

squared Vase
Crackle shino glaze with iron slip and finger marks

12 1/4 x 5 1/4 x 5 3/4”
RJ286
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Large Triangulated Platter
Anagama natural ash glaze

4 x 20 1/2 x 20 1/2”
RJ301

Tea bowl with Notched Foot
Anagama natural ash glaze with shino slip

3 1/2 x 5 3/4 x 5 3/4”
RJ214

Tea bowl
Natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

3 1/2 x 6 1/4 x 6”
RJ278
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Large Platter with rope inlay
Anagama natural ash glaze with trailing decoration

4 x 21 x 21”
RJ300

Large Folded Tray
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

3 1/2 x 15 1/2 x 9 1/2”
RJ241
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Large squared Vase
Natural ash glaze with overglaze brushwork

16 1/2 x 8 x 8”
RJ284

Fertility Form Vase     
Natural ash glaze with kaolin and iron slip

18 1/2 x 4 1/2x 4 1/2”
RJ193
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rectangular Platter
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip and trailing decoration

3 1/4 x 20 1/4 x 13 1/4”
RJ295

yunomi with rope inlay
Nuka glaze

4 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4”
RJ227

yunomi with rope inlay
Anagama natural ash glaze

4 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4”
RJ234

yunomi with rope inlay
446 glaze

4 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4”
RJ231

yunomi with rope inlay
446 glaze

4 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4”
RJ232

yunomi with rope inlay
446 glaze

4 x 3 1/4 x 3 1/4”
RJ228
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Figure series Vase
Flashing slip

18 3/4 x 8 1/4 x 4 3/4”
RJ194

 squared Vase
Anagama natural ash glaze with trailing decoration

14 x 5 x 5”
RJ215
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squared Vase     
Flashing slip

7 1/2 x 3 3/4 x 3 1/2”
RJ182

bird sculpture
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

8 3/4 x 4 1/4 x 4”
RJ291

rectangular sushi Platter
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

1 1/2 x 13 1/2 x 8”
RJ239
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Lobed Vase
Natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

9 1/2 x 10 x 10”
RJ260

squared Plates
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

2 x 10 x 10”
RJ202-205
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Large squared Vase
Natural ash glaze with overglaze brushwork

16 x 6 1/2 x 7”
RJ258

squared Vase
Natural ash glaze with overglaze brushwork

11 1/2 x 5 x 5”
RJ259
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Oribe Form dish
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

3 1/2 x 11 1/4 x 9”
RJ287

Lobed Vase
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip

13 x 10 1/2 x 10 1/2”
RJ289

Tea bowl
Crackle shino and anagama natural ash glaze

3 1/2 x 5 x 5”
RJ292

Tea bowl
Nuka and natural ash glaze with finger marks

3 1/4 x 5 x 5”
RJ297

Tea bowl
Anagama natural ash and shino glaze

3 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 4 1/2”
RJ294
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squared Plate
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

2 x 11 1/4 x 11 1/4”
RJ270

squared Plate
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

2 x 11 1/4 x 11 1/4”
RJ271

squared Plate
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

2 1/4 x 11 1/2 x 11 3/4”
RJ280

squared Plate
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

2 1/4 x 11 1/4 x 11 1/4”
RJ281
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squared sushi Platter
Flashing slip with trailing decoration

2 x 12 1/2 x 12 1/2”
RJ246

squared sushi Platter with Cut Feet     
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

3 x 13 x 13”
RJ272

squared sushi Platter
Black glaze with flashing slip

2 x 13 x 13”
RJ273

squared sushi Platter
Black glaze with flashing slip

2 x 12 x 12 1/4”
RJ274
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a
arTisT sTaTemeNT

Randy Johnston
as i work in clay, the reality that is the starting point is the choice to 

investigate the formal range of the vessel (pot) structure in clay, and the 

belief in the potential that the pieces must entertain, suggest a narrative 

and allude to things outside of themselves. The largest question is how to 

imbue my art with life, force, and dignity and with a sensibility to process 

and material. i am interested in this process as a means to manifest ideas 

and form. Categories are not important. The ongoing pursuit to enlarge 

the boundaries of conventional perceptions is essential.

 i would hope that in my work there is a glimmer of a unity that art 

has enjoyed in earlier ages and other cultures, when it has been less 

jealous of its autonomy, and more willing to share its functions with 

religion and magic. This work becomes a symbol for attitudes, sensibilities 

and philosophies, some of which are shared, by directly articulating 

the perception of user/spectator whose world the work has entered. 

my involvement with materials and making does not present itself as 

a dominant and simple factor, but rather as the center of a complex of 

ambiguities. i believe these works allow an aesthetic that is meaningful, 

important and valid in terms of its ability to express the whole range of our 

emotional and intellectual response to form, color, light and texture, and 

are able to stand as successful visual objects.

 after returning from Japan in 1975, i rebuilt my kiin incorporating 

many of the subtle ideas about design that i had learned from the old kiln 

builders in mashiko. These refinements had been resolved over hundreds 

of years of firing pots with wood, sometimes in the same families and 

locations.

 i met my wife, Jan mcKeachie, in 1975. We were married in 1978 

and have fired most of our work in our large wood-fired Noborigama 

(1972-present) or anagama kiln (2002-present). The architecture of 

wood kilns makes them wonderful objects — creaking, belching, and 

breathing; it is an architecture completed by fire and containing the 

violence out of which living pots emerge. Wood firing is an aesthetic 

choice; the greatest issue, regardless of technique and process, is 

quality, and does the work ask new questions? i want my work to have a 

distinctly marked sense of clarity, a deliberate engagement with art past 

and present, and continuing aesthetic discourse with the expressive and 

conceptual intent of functional pots.

 Firing for days with wood creates a network of layers and structures 

on the work and in one’s mind. i wrote the following in 2006:

 Awareness of this layering brings me to a sacred place, a memory of 

a perfect place where we can stop and play with our minds and voices. 

With intuition and ideas we make. Constructing, layering, listening to the 

echoes. This space also exists often within the architectural structures of 

our work as we attempt to define space, design structure, and deal with 

symbolic interpretations. The complex of social interaction and place of 

our humanity within this structure is in large part a continuing expression 

of my conversation with the material and process of clay.

Large Folded Tray
Nuka glaze with wax resist brushwork

4 x 25 x 15”
RJ275



Large Platter
Natural ash glaze with trailing decoration

4  1/4 x 23 x 23”
RJ254

biOGraPHy

Randy Johnston

rrandy Johnston has been working in ceramics in his Wisconsin studio 

for more than forty years. He is recognized internationally as an artist 

who has pursued functional expression and brought a fresh aesthetic 

vision to contemporary form, and for his many contributions to the de-

velopment of wood kiln technology in the United states. He is currently 

a professor and department chair at the University of Wisconsin, river 

Falls, where he teaches ceramics and drawing. His work is exhibited in-

ternationally and he is the recipient of numerous awards, including the 

bush artist Fellowship granted by the bush Foundation in minnesota, and 

two Visual artist Fellowships from the National endowment for the arts. 

Johnston received his mFa from southern illinois University and his bFa 

in studio arts from the University of minnesota, where he studied with 

Warren macKenzie. He also studied in mashiko, Japan, at the pottery of 

shimaoka Tatsuzo, who was a Living National Treasure and a student of 

Hamada shoji. Johnston has given hundreds of lectures and guest art-

ist presentations worldwide. His works are included in the permanent 

collections of the Victoria & albert museum, London; minneapolis art 

institute; museum of Fine arts, boston; Los angeles County museum of 

art; Nelson-atkins museum of art; Currier museum of art; Philadelphia 

museum of art; the renwick Gallery at the smithsonian institution; and 

numerous other international public and private collections.
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The artist will be present.

Lobed Vase
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip
12 x 10 x 9 1/4˝
RJ220
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Two-Part Vase with Lugs
Anagama natural ash glaze with kaolin slip
12 x 12 x 12˝
RJ219


